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On Wednesday morning, T. B. Cat
ron and Chas. A. Spiess appeared before the supreme court of New Mexico.
igrintt i)m were
The h;rpe
briefly as follows:
THE CHARGES AGAINST CATRON.

First Ike Nowell was a material

j

NEW MEXICO. FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1896.

First class cooking
cheap. Apply at Times

teslified he hud not been able to procure the si .nature of Porfiria Martinez de Strong to an affidavit prepared
byl'atron. Doininga Apodaca as to
an interview with Spiess. Nellie Apodaca as to the same interview. Karl
A Snyder ot the A. & P. railroad testified h had been unable to find the
letters of Catron for passes for Max
Knodt, but had not looked over all the
flies. The court differed in opinion in
accepting, Mr. Snyder's explanation
as to not finding the letters. Rosalia
Gonzales y Baca as to Catron'B calling
at her house to get an affidavit from
her 8on favoraDie to tne Borregos.
On Oct IS, Luis Gonzales testified as
to Spiess offering him money to make
an affidavit incriminating Governor
Thornton. Mauricio Gonzales as to
Catron soliciting an affidavit from him
as to the whereabouts of his brother
on tne night ofthe murdePi fvorable
jto the Borregos and offered him
money.

stove to sell

I

office.

Wanted, to Buy u Team of Horses.
Anyone wishing to sell a good well
broke team of horses aged about 5 to 8
weight about 1200 to 1500 lbs. apiece,
matched if possible, inquire of Mor-- j
alio Brothers, Gallup, N. M.

M

,

i

.

'

$2.00 PER YEAR

M.

PIERCE.

Will make

CUT RATES ON CLOTHING
AND LADIES' SHOES

First class household furniture and
a good horse for sale. Apply at The
Times office.

For cash for the next thirty days.

Geo. S. Hood has an excellent 160
acre ranch for sale. 4 acres in orchard
18 in alfalfa,
house, corrals, stables
about six miles east of Farmington.
Sale on easy terms.

witness for the territory at the prelim
A bargain in men's & bovs' straw hats. All kinds Navajo Blankets
inary examination in the Chavez murder case in January, 1894. After the
trial, Ike Nowell was convicted and
confined in the territorial penitentiary
and Catron interviewed Nowell in
i
J nowto- persuuue
jail ana enaravorea
ell to give entirely different testimony
when he was oroughD as a wi'ness
from that he gave on the preliminary
The easiest riding machine made, Will be sold at factory prices deliv
PRODUf
You can earn $5 each day "giving''
examination and that Nowell might
ered here.
eva le giving evidence on the ground our absolutely indispensiblo houseCOMMISSION
that his evidence would incriminate hold article away. New plan ot work
making experience unnecessary and
him.
MERCHANT.
success
certain for either sex in any
Second. Porfiria Martinez de Strong
gave material evidence for the defend- section. Sample dozen free. Credit
Colo.
Durango
ants on the preliminary trial; then given. Freight paid. Address, Mel111.
again in direct examination on the rose Mfg. Co., 17, Melrose park,
trial: but in cross examination she
Lost a bay horse, three white feet
stated tnot she had testified falsely on and white face, brand "J left shoulder;
her direct examination and in the pre- a small yellow mule same brand, quarliminary examination and had done ter circle star, shod all round. These
so beenuse she was afraid, and that animals left Farmington Sunday night
W.W.BREDIHJ.D.J.C,
she was induced to do so by the de last, belong to Richard Wetherill,
SURGEON,
fendant's attorney. She said that Ra Mancos, (.'olo.
mon Garcia was sent to her by Catron
A fre .' trip to Atlanta Exposition Graduate Trinity University, Toronto.
and Oonklin and informed her that
nd .oturn, from home of the sender,
Specialties,
c
they had a subpoena for her to attend
La
by
publishers
is
the
of
offered
the
had
she
not,
the preliminary trial, but
GYNACOLOGY,
but induced her to go to Santa Fe dies Every Saturday of 36 South
SURGERY,
street, Philadelphia, to the first
where, she w is cajoled into giving
to
seventy
seventy
make
person
able
STRICTURE, ETC.
evidence showing that a witness,
131
fchi 1
Louis Gonzales, was not where he small English words by using the let
Office in of rear San Juan Drug Store,
in
ters
contained
E.V.E.R.Y
testified he was at the time of the
:
:
COLORADO
killing of Chaves. Next at the trial S. A.T.U.R.D.A.Y, and no letter to DURANGO
conone
word
is
in
any
it
occur
than
was
she
of the Ohaves murderers,
taken to Catron's office and kept there tained in "Every Saturday." A first
all night and next day and night ex class pneumatic tire bicycle, for either
cept when she was on the witness boy or girl, is offered to the first person sending list, of sixty words as
stand, then sen' back to Lamy.
Third. Max Knodt was a witness above. A lady's elegant gold watch
for the territory, gave two binds of to first person sending list of fifty
evidence at the preliminary examina words as as above, and 100 other ar
J. A. LAUGKREN, Propr.
tlon and trial of the Chaves murderers, ticles of value for first lists in order of
one being nea rly valueless to the ter merit as received. Twelve
ritory.
Knodt acknowledged that stamps must be sent for trial subscrip- First-Clas- s
Accommodations
Catron promised him to procure a tion, four numbers of that beautiful 32
railway pass for him any time to and page illustrated newspaper for women
At Reasonable Rates.
from Ft, Wingate, and did in fact containing full particulars and rules
of the Leisure Hour circle word build
procure him parses.
I hiive subdivided and laid out in
Fourth, That Catron offered monev ing exercises for bright people; also
Mexioo
New
103 success
armington
P
the
of
names
address
and
TOWN LOTS
to Rosa Gonzales y Baca, the mother
of two nia'ei.-i- l witnesses for the ter ful persons In last educational contest
adjoining the town of Farmington.
of
immediately
land
Eighty acres
ritory and sought by other offers to given bv that publication. If interest
The lots are one acre each and will be sold on
to induce her sons to ed answer promptly and address Laprocure r
VERY EASY TERMS.
dies Every Saturday, department B,
testify fulsel) in he said cause.
goes with each lot. The north line of this trac
right
A
water
7
good
D., C. M.
H.S. WILLIAMS.
Fifth. That Catron ottered Mari-ci- 36 South street, Philadelphia, Pa.
is only two blocks from the
Gonzaies money, and otherwise
DON'T STOP TOBACCO.
attempted to induce the said Gonzales
PRINCIPAL BUSINESS STREET OF FARMINGTON.
I B.C. P. 48., t )nd(in KnRliind.
to make an affidavit falsely stating
Canada,
I also have 400 acres of
Quran's Uiiitumity,
that he was not at or near Guadaloupe How to Cure Yourself While Using It.
GOOD FARM AND ORCHARD LAND
The tobacco habit grows on a man
br'dge, tie place of the killing of ChaAdapted to the raising of apples, peaches, nectarines, apricots, pears,
,.'it. NervKur. NWni.il
ves on May 29, '92, the night of the uotil bis nervous system is seriously SPEClAM'Y-ly- e,
prunes, grapeB and all other deciduous fruits and alfalfa, from
plums,
ohm iiinl Mental Duuimph.
killing
affected, impairing health, comfort
which a person can select one ot the
CHARGES AGAINST SPIESS.
and happiness. To quit suddenly is
BEST FARMS IN THE COUNTY.
The first charge against Spiess is the too severe a shock to the system, as
Huildinn.
same as the second charge against tobacco to an invelerate user becomes
A large Bmount of my land is under cultivation and I have severa
Catron.
:
;
Colcrndo bearing orchards.
Durango
a stemulant that bis system continuSecond. Spiess went to Las Vegas
I sell my own land and can tnereuy pbvo you an agent b comniis-- .
Baco-Curally
a
is
craves.
scientific
Call oh me or address me lock box 777.
and euueavored to induce Dominga
Apodaca not to testify against Frau cure for the tobaceu babit, in all its
S.
cisco G. y Borrego, and offered to pay forms, carefully compounded after
FARMINGTON, N. M.
her if she would testify in favor of the formula of an eminent Berlin
When yon are about to buy a Sewing Machin
said defendant if she did give evidence physician who has used it in bis pri- do not be deceived by alluring advertisements
be led to think you can get the best made,
and after she did come to Santa Fe to vate prae- ice since 1872, without a and
finest finished and
give evidence, Catron and Spiess tried failure, purelv vegetable and guarto induce her to come to their office to anteed perfectly harmless. You can
for a mere song. See to it that
talk over her evidence.
vou buy from reliable manuuse all the tobacco you want while facturers
that have gained a
Third. Spiess caused Louis Gonza
Baco-Cuby honest and squaro
reputation
ro
of
; it will notify you
taking
au tn v,mn ti hla fifflnp and rtffayaA fr.
dealing, you will then get ft
f..
atnn
Inhan lu
We give a written Sewing Machine that is poted
pay hira ?10 if he, the said Gonzales,
the world over for iUr duraFarmin
You want the one that
would make an affidavit that Governor grantee to permanently cure any bility.
manage ana is
to
easiest
is
Thornton had mid him tn tentifv to case with three boxes or refund the
to
money with 10 per cent interest.
the facts he did testify to,
o
is not a substitute but a
Fourth, This was as to the evidence
that
There Is none In the world conof Mauricio Gonzales reported above. scientific cure that cures without the
can equal In mechanical
durability of working
struction,
The answers filed by Catron and aid of will power and with no inconparts, fineness of finish, beauty
in appearance, or has as many
Spiess were alike simply denials of venience. It leaves the system as
improvements as the
the charges and a request for speedy pure and frpe from nicotine as the day
inquiry.
you took your first chew or smoke.
Porfiria Martinez de Strong was
Sold by all druggist? with our ironIt has Automatic Tension, Double noPeed, alike
the first witness called to the stand by
other has
needle Jaen ed),
clad
guarantee, at $1 per box, three on both sides of(patenttit),
driving wheel hinged
as
to
prosecution
the second
the
it j New Stand
boxes (30 days treatment) $2 50, or on adjustable centers, thus reducing friction to
charge.
sent
direct upon receipt of price. Send the minimum.
Attorneys Frank Springer, Frank
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR!.
Btamps for sample box,
A. Clancy and Neil B. Field appear six
CO.
THB HEW HOKE SEV11G HsCHlHE
booklet and proofs free. Eureka
for Catron and Spiess.
AM. V yFlOB oouuBf
MiU. BOSTON.
Dniunt
'
The case continued by the examina-uo- a Chemical & Manufacturing CompaMr. llii ill
t
Him HlliNna 'O. i.1I,
"
for the prosecution ofthe follow- ny, Manufacturing
Chemists, La
FOR 8ALC BV
ing witnesses, Ramon Garcia, who Crosse, Wis.
fl5m6
310 N. 11th St., St. .Louis, Mo.
.
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Light Running

New Home
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BRYAN,

Has opened up his First class stock
the Prewitt Building,
Dry Goods
meet the times.
ington. The prices are

Ca!! in

and See

BOWMAN BROS,

.

M

1

lists.

Farmington,

N. M:

THE

IS AN

JUAN TIMES. PEFFER

FARMINGTON,
Our eccentricity
"blame foolery."

NEW MEXICO.
is

our neighbor's

The job of christianiing China should
be lei to the lowest bidder.

rioomer balls are all the rage now.
Chicago seems to have set the pace.
The man wearing a blark eye is in
mourning because the other fellow
didn't get It.
Whipping the overloaded team is a
poor way of trying to overcome the
faults of a bad road.
If all good

intentions were promptly

carried out, the millenium
along in Just a little bit.

would

be

The Chinaman should be taught to
feel something of the respect for an
American citizen that he has for a

;

Japanese.

Nails have gone up $2G per ton owing
to the approach of a, presidential election. So many campaign lies will have
to be nailed.

the
snakes just slain by an
Ohio farmer, one had two heads. The
snake-stor- y
season is still with us, and
there are other farmers.
Of

110

OF

KANSAS.

CISHOP IRELAND.

W. R. BOWMAN,

Ulographlcal Sketch of n Murh Talked
About Catholic Prelate.
HE LIKES TO BE CARICATURED
Archbishop
Ireland of St. Paul, as an
AND ABUSED.
orator, has gained a national reputation.
He was born in Burnchurch
Think That the People Are Going to county, Kilkenny, Ireland, Sept. 11,
183S.
His parents emigrated to the
Agroe with Him Some Day From
United States when he was a boy, and
-rrlnter'n Devil to Senator A Devout settled in St. Paul. Minn. He went to
Christian.
Paris in September, 1853, entered the
Petit Semlnalre of Mexlmeux, and finished the course in four years, half the
EKE Is a portrait usual time. After studying theology in
of the most thorthe Grand Semlnalre at Hyercs, he
oughly abused man
to St. Paul In 1861, and was orin the United States dained In December of that year. He
Senator William served as chaplain of the Fifth MinneA. Peffcr of Kansas.
sota regiment during a part of the civil
For years the car- - war, and was afterward appointed rec- t RSjEFV' toonlsts of the east
nave utilized his
V
jflr" )
features as typical
1
,of the wild and
"r
woolly politicians of
ithc west. He has
been caricatured more than any man
on this continent, with the possible exception of Blaine, Sherman and Cleveland. Unlike most politicians he takes
It all In good part. He honestly believes that all the people will yet come
to his way of thinking and that in the
not distant future we will have government ownership of everything worth
owning, to say nothing of bushels of
money that will be issued in payment
thereof. Like most of the populist leaders, Senator Peffer got his first start
In life as a printer's devil.
Printers'
devils have a habit of reading the proofs
wmcn pass through their hands, and
young Peffer was no exception to the
rule. In this way he accumulated considerable knowledge. When he succeeded to the
's
desk he
BISHOP IRELAND,
was able to read a market report backtor
of the cathedral at St. Paul. In
wards. And It is said that he used to 1S69
he organized the first total abstiread that way. A facetious writer has
remarked that that is how he got It nence society In the state. In 1S70 he
Into his head that the world was pro- went to Home as the accredited representative of Bishop Grace at the Vatigressing backward.
Anyway, by the
time he succeeded to the editorial chair can. After his consecration as coadjuhe was firmly convinced that things tor bishop of St. Paul In 185, he underwere upside down generally, and lie took the work of colonization in the
Northwest, He made large purchases
succeeded in making other people agree of land In Minnesota,
which were takwith him. He entered political life and en up
by nine hundred Roman CathoMr
In a remarkably short time found himself elected to a seat In the United colonists. He then bought twelve thousand acres of land with equally satisStates senate. Today he is looked upon factory
results. In 18S7 hp was appoint;is the logical candidate for president by
ed archbishop of St. Paul!
a large portion of his party.
Aside from his political views, Senator Peffer would attract general admir-to- r
WILL TEACH HOW TO LIVE.
Peffer would attract general admi-rat.. He is a Rtrlct temperation
Pittsburg rriest Aims to Reform Drunkil
by Inches. He Is i devout christian
ards anil Olnttonii
and believes that finally the reign of the
War. Fathc MeKeever, of the Church
christian spirit will dissolve the tr
bles of our times. His hom !s a happy of St. John the Baptist, is organising
a novel temperance society.
one.
la
While In New York the other day Mr.
and its members will be permitted the use of light beer and wines
In moderation.
Should the plans of tho
organization become popular the liquor
business of this country will be entirely revolutionized.
While a total abstainer himself, Father MeKeever believes in temperance in all things. The
work of his society will be educational.
It is to go into homes and tenth the
science of living. What food is best
suited to individuals according to the
work they do, and how to prepare !t,
the amounts necessary for the preser-vatioof health and strength will be
taught them. For those who desire
alcoholic stimulants tho use of beer find
light wines will be advocated. Whisky
brandy, gin, rum, Father MeKeever
relegates to the apothecaries,
when
they are to be secured as medicine bj
prescription.
The practice of treating
will be discountenanced.
Father .MeKeever is arranging for a mass meetSENATOR PEPPER.
ing at which his ideas will be exPeffer took occasion to tell a reporter plained. He is pastor of one of the
some things about his party. He said: largest Roman Catholic churches in
"It Is a mistake to summse thai the this city. He also proposes to reform
populist party is decreasing in strength.
we are gaining. We shall call a con- people who eat too much.
vention next year and put a ticket Into
the field. Our platform will be reform
lilliPi Will He Heavier Next Year.
In finance, direct taxation, better reBicycle
makers say wheels will be a
turns to labor for its toll and government ownership of railroads and other few pounds heavier next year.
Tires
great public corporate interests.
will be one-halarger than at present
"As to the silver question, I don't believe it will be the dominant issue next
Foster's Itlpr Foe.
year. The agitation Is already ceasing;
g
that Is, the
part of the
discussion is over, and people are getting down to the thinking. The silver
question is one of continual Interest;
but, like every other public question,
interest in it Hows and ebbs. Interest
Is now on the ebb. I hardly think
there
will be a silver ticket in the field. If
there is it will be separate from the
Jllst, unless it unites' with us.
'
iuslness Is better, than it was, and
crops promise large returns. We shall
raise 00,000,000 bushels of corn In Kansas. The acreage is larger than it was.
although our proportion is not so great.
'
The situation has been this: For several
v
ffc.
years the manufacturers vastly overproduced. It was necessary for them
to get rid of this surplus product, so,
gradually, they decreased their output,
until the country was down to bedrock
and tin; manufacturers had disposed of
their old stocks. Then, of course, business began to revive, and will probably
continue to grow better."

The First National Bank Durugo.
Established 1881.

ATTORNEY AT LAW
Practices in all State, Territorial
and Federal Courts.

Farmington,

Paid in capital
Surplus fund

Davis of Indiana, aged 104,
whose tobacco pipe has been buried
witli her, does not seem to have realized
that nicotine might finally cary her off.
Cycling in the east has seriously
affected the sale of pianos, for whereas
the girl who used to work the pedal to
the misery of others now works it for
her own pleasure. The evolution is accepted.
Kdison's definition of electricity is "a
mysterious fluid about which nothing is
known." This is an old definition of
water in Kentucky, but it does not follow that water and electricity
are
Identical.
An emu in the London Zoo is said to
be a perfect ventriloquist, being able
to throw its voice at will. It must bo
related to the porcupine which, though
it cannot throw its voice, very readily
slings a quill.
V. M. Evarts spends
most of his time at his farm near
Windsor, Vt. His sight is failing, but
he still takes a lively interest in all
current news. Ho is very much loved
and honored by the people about him.

And now they say that bloomers are
to be entirely superseded by the trim,
closer-fittin- g
knickerbockers,
because
the latter are more convenient and
comfortable. Goodness gracious! How
much further is this convenient and
comfortable argument to be advanced?

The progressive newspapers of the
land are full of "good roads," but the
country at large is still full of "bad"
roads, Hut to know better is to do better, in many cases, and now that so
much splendid preaching is being done
along this line of thought it is probable
that more or less of it will sooner or
later be put into practice. "Good roads"
is now in the air everywhere.
By and
by they may he down on the surface of
the earth, where men can utilize them
for traveling purposes.
There is a new fad in bicycle riding
that is rapidly gaining in rural popularity .although it is not likely that It
will ever be introduced in the larger
cities.
The problem that confronted
the country swains was how to take a
lady with them for a spin without her
riding an extra wheel, or putting them
to the expense of a "bicycle built for
two." Inventive minds have solved the
difficulty.
Two young men owning
bicycles join forces and fasten their
wheels together by a board that serves
as a seat for the lady of their choice.
The disadvantage of this system is that
each fellow is obliged to be content
with half a girl, but despite this its
use is growing.

Statistics showing the amount of the

government receipts and expenditures
per head of population over n period of
a decade and a half are given in the
last report of the treasury department.
According to the figures compiled by
him, the receipts for the year 1894 show
the lowest amount per capita for the
entire period, being only $4,455.
The
highest figures were reached in 1S82,
when the amount was $7,864. The expenditures per capita, on the other
hand, reached a high figure last year,
viz., $5,346, the largest amount for any
year with the exception of 1S01 and
1893, the latter year furnishing the
larger amount, namely, $5,650. The
mark was readied in 1886,
when the expenditures were $4,210 per
rne expenditures on account
capita,
of pensions reached the highest amount
per capita in 1893, but with the exception of that year, tho year 1894 furnished tho highest amount per capita
y n dor thai head.
low-wat-

$87,000.00

16,000.00
OFFICERS: A. P. Camp, President; Joha L.
McNeil, V. P. ; Wm. P. Vaile, Cashier.
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New Mexico.

B. GLASER,

V. R. N. GREAVES,

Imporiihg Thilor

Attorney at Law,

i

Farmington, New Mexico.

He employs none
to do his work.

butkst

to

Durango. Colo.

BOX 553.

DR. A. ROSENTHAL,

class tailors

attended

Mail orders promptly

THE DURANGO

PHYSICIAN

C. F. ARMSTRONG, Prop.

AND

SURGEON. Galvanized Iron
AND

Copper Cornices.

proof-reader-

Mrs,

-

-

Patent Iron Skylights.

Farmington,

New Mexico.

Tin Roofing..

Miiil orders solicited.

1ST"

Strater hotel,

3d door below
DURANGO,

-

COLO.

L. L. HENRY,

Santa Fe Route.
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H. B. HAWK IX

TO

COUNTY SURVEYOR
AND
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Wll
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of'ex-Secre-ta-

horse-stealin-

ST. LOUIS

Mapping and platting of all kinds
Farmington,

-

New Mexico

ry

Through Pullman Sleeper

nmmnnninl TTnr

Without Change.

mo uuiiiuiGibiai nuiD
T. F. Burgess.

Proprietor

c

Durkpgo.

-

EVERYTHING

Colorado

See that your tickets read via this line.
Agents of the company will furnish
time tables on application.
!.

FIRST-CLAS-

T. NICHOLSON, Q. P. & T. A..

Topeka, Kansas
B.

O.

AND

KANSAS C'Y

promptly done.

COPLAND, General Agent,
El Paso, Texas.

PHELPS,
I

Atlantic

BOOT0SHOE

&

Pa

R,

1

(Western Division)
CONNECTIONS.

MAKER.

ALBUQUERQUE
li 11

A. T. & A. P. li. R. Cm
n,l 0iu4 1.
Pe- - Pr'escott
Phoenix
points in central and souttiern

PIKI
A?5ii!S,BC-So.n- til
A 11

First class word done. . . .
Leave orders at P. O. at Farmington.

The GRAND

LIVERY STABLE.
P. B. ALLEN, Proprietor.
Farmington,

li

S

railway
Arizona.

New Mexico,

BLAKE

Nevada Souther n railway lor Manvcl
and connection with stage lines for Vandor- hilt, and mining districts north.
BARSTOVr Southern California railway for
Los Angeles, Sau Diego and other California
points.
MOJAVE- Southern Pacific Company for
......
iiBmiro, Ducnunenio ami otlwr
Northern California!! points.

Pullman Palaes Sleeping Cars.
Sleeping ear passengers between San tCran-CiscLos Angeles or Ban Diego
go do not have to change ears. and Chica-

The Atlantic
Good Rigs and Saddle Horses constantly on hand.

Feed and Sale Stable and Corral in
nection. S

con-

Manufacturer ;f
I
and Dcalor in

Rough and DrereedLumber.

atl

Fruit BrA material.
Duraneo,

-

Pacific Railroad,

The Great Middle Route across
American
(xttitinent in connection with the the
raiiways of

The Grand Canon of the Colorado,
tho most
sul.lnne
hires work on the earth, indc- u: r":"'
la flagstaff,
$nnm? or Vaw.!,,Spnims,
on this road. To
the Natural Bridge of Arizona and Montezuma's
won yon can journoy most din otly iy
line,
utwerre the oncionl Indian civilizationthis
of
or of Aeon,,,, "The city of the Sky." Visit too pot rilled forest near Carrizo. K'o and
marvel at the freak of CanonDlablo. Take a
hunting trip m the, niagniiicenl pine forests of
t 10 ban Fr&neisco mountains,
lind interest In
he ruins of the prehistoric Cave
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Lipsis, and is not Co. onlv, whose name is printed on every
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who was
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Some of the Navajos say they want
a short ditch as a long ditch i bad as
big lands covered by it and bad Indians come in and est np the range
grass. The Indian wlH hweversoon
learn that that they can grow alfalfa
and feed their own stock, plant their
own gardens, and that this long ditch
is a wise provision for their maintenance as independent Indians.
Lady Henry Somerset in an article
entitled, "American Observation-,- "
published in the Union Sign il, speakmoney-kings-

FKIDAY,

OCTOBER 2i,

1895.

OUK BERMON.

Whilst casting round for a subject
to write on, we bethought ourselves
that through no other means could
truth be enforced with more vigor
than through the medium of an article
having for its subject a text or a commandment. Truth is supposed to be
expounded from the preacher's platform. Facts are mared out from that
vantage ground clothed in scriptural
garb, and unpleasant burdens laid on
thennhlie hard to hear.sueh as exhor-- I
tations not to slander, not to hate, not
to kill, and so on. The exponent of
this art of doing just exactly what one
ought to do himself being of a different world from the unfortunates
he ures. Why
whose salvation
should not we strike a text? Say,
"Thou shalt not kill. Thou shalt do
no murder."
Dear Brethren and Dear Sisters:
This emphatic command of holy writ,
undoubtedly, in our opinion, (and all
this is merely our own idea, you
know) constitutes one of the most im-- :
portant, impressive and inclusive injunctions of divine origin "thou
shalt do no murder." The slaying of
another with malice aforethought, the
pistol shot by the light of the moon,
the dagger, the poisoned cup, the cry
of the victim, the everlasting remorse
of conscience, damned with the tor-tureoflhis weight of guilt, human
vengence on the criminal but the
of the judgment of an outraged
heaven, all this we hear of, even the
blood of the slain crying for vengence
in a country where often the ounds
of the law fail to track the slayer to
his doom, where the modern Cain still
walks unharmed among his fellow
men this is but one pliaw of this
great subject. This is but a solitary
significance ot this awful command,
"Thou shalt do no murder."
Is there no other crime included in
this mandate of the Highest? There is.
Thou shalt not murder the reputation
of thy brother or sister by foul scandul
by brutal and ignorant slander. They
who, by repetition, by lidse assertion
of ill, against another, cause the eye
of society to look to waril that person
with looks askance. They, who from
motives of vengence, from motives of
hatred, malice and uncharitableness
slay the character of their fellows, are
guilty of moral murder, oiten more
cruel, more agonizing in its lasting
and deviiish effect, than the bullet or
knife. And do we never see this mor
al and social murder? Ah, brethren
and sisters, think of it, ponder on it.
How weak a thing, how unarmed,
how unsuspecting is reputation, how
readily can the covert tale, the sneaking and exaggerated yarn, pierce, stab
and Wound beyond recovery the
Reputation no forgi eoese, no mercy,
r,lay and spare not, down and damn
forever. Men loe their livlihood and
their little ones cry for bread through
the organized attacks of slander; women, and this the crudest, lose forever the feminine purity the world
expects in them, where that great
gnueis befouled and soiled by the
u to u .n of the gboulish gossip.
in
pre-curse-

r

"No 'tis aim (1 r,
U thai ": than thu sword,
the woi ms of Nile "
ooulv Mium-ul- l
Ttie woman is somebody's wife, is
somebody's daughter, is somebody's
WIiimm edge
W oso tong

mother. Think of it as you put your
heads together in incriminating concoction. Think of it as the tale goes
round gathering in malicious magnitude. Think of it and pause! Is tuis
religion? Is this the the teaching of
the preacher? is this the dootriue
yon coll.'c' to hear with one eyv on
tin peaker, and the other on your
neighbor? No. This is murder one
kn oi murder forbidden by that comma Intent, and the ciuelest of .ill.
rity dropping like dew from
heaven forgiving, helping, soothing
the divine
tin' wearj way. This
is the greai oord of social
Will
li
ciiigus one to the other in
harmony of love. This is the true
dor ine, a.ul in society whero charily
in ull its phases prevails, murder is
uotkiMwn. There should be no rea
eon that our walls that the very air
should he blazoned with the startling
comra.md, "Thou shalt do no murder."

,

ing of the "newly rich," the
of this country, says: "Nothing is more sure that the Americans
will 'turn and overturn' until this fungus growth on the banyan tree of
their liberties shall be destroyed. For
they perceive as plainly as we do that
if they do not kill out this parasitic
growth it vill surely kill them.
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Big Discount

GRAC8

For Cash

TO THE WEARER.

the Old Fa&hlnneil Wrapper, but
TMbj or Beauty When Made of tho Nu- ffifroua Light and lieautlftil Material
Now (Jaed la Their Construction.

"Sot
j

The, tea gown has been lirought rather
Into disrepute of late, the New York
Sun thinks, from the fact that people
think they can "run them up at home"
and that they can make them out of odds
and ends, tied round with a scarf ol
something else, until the woman who
wears one reminds you of Riley's "rjf

On
Dry Goods, Boots

ant Sfis,

CloifcElc,

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES

A.t Very LiOw Prices.
Call and Be Convinced.

An abject apology appears in the
Albuquerque Citizen of the 16th for
the wrong committed by that paper
editorial o'
in printing the
communication, or both, throwinc
contempt on the supreme court and
insulting the chief justice. The editor states that the article appeared
wibout his knowledge, simply
through gross carelessness, etc. This
recantation is joined in by the busi
ness manager.

Farmington, N. M.

Williams & Cooper,

H IF R.GRAHAM! H
A
A
R The H ardware Dealer. R

We have received a eomtnunicaiion
from Largo in which our correspondJ. JOSEPHINE GOWN.
ent comments at length on the ma ter,
gety
man"
or an animated bargain counin
a
furore
at present creating such
ter.
Tho
perfect man, some one has
by
sales
tree
fruit
county,
of the
this
aid, is most perfect in motion, the perJ. R. Johnson, the salesman of Dallas. fect woman in repose, and what bo conThe letter tor which we have not space ducive to that ideal grace of r tfulnesi
Sells Goods Cheaper than Anybody Klse for Cash.
to publish in full informs us that as the tea gown in its highest
iiioi
Johnson sold trees to the writer and
And what more important gown than
that on his going away, our correspondent wrote to parties to "get his this in which ono presides at breakfast,
pedigree." He wrote to Santa Fe, that most trying meal of the day, wh 'n
it isn't easy for a groat beauty to be anyRoswell, Dallas and other places and
j
thing but plain and a plain woman to
received replies antagonistic to John- rise above being ugly, particularly if
'
son. His own order was counter- one is obliged every morning to sit oppomanded. Some well known nursery- site tho one man on car, h for whose good
men also sent him names to refer to, opinion she has a miserable craving!
Something bright and light and dainty
which he did with like results.
OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE
catches the masculine fancy every time
and
helps
overmake
him
how
forget
pallium
sacred
The conferring of the
upon Archbishop Cbapelle by Cardi- done is the steal;, how underdone the
nal Gibbons at Santa Fe on October 17 muffins, and the empire mode lends itself
very prettily to the exigencies of this style
took place before an immense crowd of gown. Challie,
printed cashmere and
of spectators in the cathedral. It is india silk are materials which product
supposed fully 3500 people were pres- almost as gratifying results as the mor
ent. There were twelve prelates in costly brocades and velvets. Fancy a
the procession to the cathedral besides pale blue challie with a flower patu rn,
seventy-fivpriests from New Mexico Including many green leaves. In the
and elsewhere in th southwest. The back the fullness falls from a shirred
watteau escaping from Binall rovers of
Manufacturer of and Dealer in
pallium in its present shape is a nargreen velvet. In front there is a little
row band of cloth woven of white jacket effect with broad rovers of green
lambs' wool with crosses formed on it velvet and a full, straight gown girdled
and worn on the shoulders by the under tho bust with a folded scarf oi
pope, patriarchs and arcniiishops. velvet.
An odd little chatelaine bag of lace
These palliums are blessed by tne
sovereign pontiff or by a delegated and velvet contains the household keys,
the pencil and tablets, all the troublecardinal on the eve of the feasts of Sts some little traps
a woman is always forl'eter and Paul, laid on the tomb ot getting when forgetfulness means s
St. Peter and sent to the patriarchs climb of two or three flights of stairs.
and archbishops who have been newly And here is another idea for a ti a gown
appointed lo rule dioceses throughout this time a plain princess of old rose FARMINGTON
NEW
the church. The toga was the origin crepon with a front of crepe do chine,
of the pallium which during the Ro- an embroidered fichu about the neck
nd an embroidered jabot down the
man empire was a symbol of rank and
front. Full ruliief the crape cap th
office.
Tne ceremonies were solemn
and impressive and the music beautiful. There was a magnificent banquet
i, t , T.
afterward, and attended by numerous
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distinguished guests.

Sl (to Kewnrd $ioo.
The readers of this paper will In
pleancd to learn that there is at leu
one dreadf-i- l d6iis' that science
able to cure in all its stagt s,
and that is catarrh. Hull'.-- Catarrh
(Jnre is the only positive cure known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional remedy, n
quires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving ih patient
by building up the oensti
tution and assisting nature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so
much faith in its curative powers
that they offer one hundred dollars
for any case that, it fails to cure.
Send for li- of testimonials.
Address, F. J. Cheney & Co.,
Toledo, 0.
t

Htro-rgt-

-t

Sold by

druggists,

75c.

Visitors Cordially Invited

FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO.
H IDEAL TEA GOWN.

eleeves of black cor'Jed silk, slashed av
the elbow, with rose millings through,
nd about the bottom tho gown is cut at
Intervals of four or five inches, the slits
buttonholed with black, and in and out
is threaded a broad black ribbon tying
In a bow on either side of tho front. A
dainty and modest little tucker of fine
lace peeps np above the fichu and covers
the neck lecoiningly.
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PHYSICIAN

and SURGEON,

iPjir

At auotln-- luncheon, which the hostess
called "panay." the dark, polished wood
was left bare except for the centerpiece
and doilies, which were of fine while
linen embroidered in pansiea of every
conceivable shade, Bowls of the blossoms stood ou the tables, and the cLina
was simplo, thin white French china,
hand painted in pansits.

FARMINGTON,

X- -

M.

Krmn'.y For Tough CMekeiiR.
Hero is a fact which every boarding
housekeeper in tho land rhonld know.
The toughest fowl can he made tender If
it is put iuto cold water and cootd very
elowljr for alx or seven hours.
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Cow,
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sad plight. One of his horses had
his provisions had given
in
There are pupils enrolled
the gone
was beginning to as
nature
ont,
and
de-51
and
in
primary
'
the
giamraar
sert ber wants. Onr dinner basket
FRIDAY, OCTOBER '25, 1895.
partment up to Thursday.
Misses Mice and Laura Hendrickson afforded temporary relief, and the
returned from Durango, Monday agent thought he coula make Wilkins
LATEST LOCAL NEWS.
where they had been to meet their without suffering Passing eastward
mother. Laura entered school Tues-dn- 6 miles oat we met a family of emi
SubacMptlons du for tin past
and Alice will enter Monday next. grants from Texas, 2 women, 3 chil
Miss May Lmon and Miss Stella dren and a man, their horses poor, no
yoar mubt be paid at once.
Russell of Durango and Miss Alice grain, and they had eaten the last
Revo. Roper and Howard were in
Hendrickson of Farmingfon were visi- spoonful of flour. We gave them
Flora Vista tow week holding meet- tors Wednesday.
some bacon and rice and furnished
ings.
some money so they could buy corn
evenMr. Towner will commence an
We are sorry to hear that John ing' class Monday evening, Nov. 4, and mutton from the Indians, and
tlippeiimeyer has been quite sick thu giving instruction in book keeping, trust they will reach civilization with-

riMir

v

v'

School Motes.

iae,

3fl

y

To Farmington.
For sale in tracts to suit the b'lyer on easy terms, mere is no more favored
property anywhere in the San Juan country. It lies very level on a command
nig, elevated mesa overlooking the valleys of the Animas and San Juan rivers
and the junction of these two streams. As this is new and desirable property
on the market the early ouyer is the one who secures the choice. For particu
lars call on or address

Homer Hays.

arithmetic, commercial naper and out suffering.
Here at home all is well.
FARMINGTON, N. M.
Visa Markley left for Center Point penmanship.
Mrs Eldrldge our energetic mission
Alda England and Chas. Ross are
Saturday where she takes charge of
a
few
In
morning.
I have frequent applications for property of different descriptions and all
out of school for a few days on ac- ary called this
the Bchool.
to this place and property listed with me will receive careful attention.
move
will
she
days
count of illness.
Ray.
If you want any information regarding land and water in 3an Jiiar.
Next Friday the literary society
remain for the winter.
drop me a line and I will promptly respond.
county,
Jewett.
transact
to
and
officers
elect
to
n. eels
with a letter
button
cuff
a
gold
Lost,
.Turn
Time.
Ear it San
other business,
at Times office.
Oct. 21 I see in your pa- S on it. Please leave
Jewftt,
Judge S. D. Webster's address will per dated Oct. 18 a statement made by
he Farmington where he will reside Adobe Jack that on Saturday bfore
There have been numerous callers in
for the future.
the issue of the paper which would be town this week from the surrounding
for
Dot 12 that an assault by Howard De country wagons to repair, horses to
C. Mercer and Henry Morris left
apfor
of
fruit
Lu che upon Jack With a sixshooter. shoe, all preparing for the winter
Mancos wich two loads
Now 1 emphatically deny the charge. ple campaign.
Hunter & Hawkins.
Will say that Smith is a liar for I can
Homer Hays has sold several lots
that on that day my wherea
prove
lately, to different purchases, on his
Also will defy anyone to come
bouts
addition to Farmington.
forward and swear that they ever saw
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. F. White have Howard DeLusche cany n a six
FASHIONABLE
in
taken the old trading post opposite shooter at any time in the San Jnan
LbLuschE.
King's ranch and will open a trading county.
Howarh
in
DRESS MAKER AND MILLINER.
post there.
Cbeap Kruit Itaie.
A party of prospectors from the
Denver, Oct is.
First Class Line of Millinery
pn
mountains came into town Monday, Kil't. r ncr.V. I,
Goods.
They will stay here for a few days
We have applied foi cheap rati
NEW MEXICO.
FARMINGTON
and then iro onto Arizona.
and got it, 60 ceius per ewt by freight
,
. i
u
car lOiia to me iohowimu puuim
Several of our large fruit grower
all intermediate points: Deliver,
and
are storing their fruit in Durango for Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Lead vi He,
the present, and in readiness for the Salida, Creede, Alamosa, Trinidad and
How's This!
market.
Santa Fe.
nffur one hundred dollars re
U'..
Orchardists here whose crops war
Now this is the best rate we have
ward for any case of catarrh that can- rant the expense are lookii.g up mar- ever had and apples at once can come not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
kets in Pueblo, Denver and other ii n tr nnraii"". a we have found OUT b J Cheney & Co.. Props , Toledo, O.
A.
Colorado Cities for their immense fruit under this cheap rate sells readiWe, the undersi 'ned, have knowD
15 years
Dulast
the
for
b.
in
Cheney
o.
cents,
f
If.
2
J.
crops of apples.'
at
ly in Denver
sales have beni made and believe him perfectly honorable
We have re Hod to S. W. Grubn h rango. Heavy
and
mora to follow, and in all business transactions
prominent merchant of Louisiana who by our parties and
any
out
oblr
carry
to
able
naucially
to the
of
i a notici
writes inquiring as to our climate. I want this to serve
mane oy tueir urm.
gallons
X.
M.,
to
county,
Juau
8an
of
farmers
to
astcs
as
druggists,
soil, crops, etc. Mr. Grobb
West & Truax, wholesale
meet at Farmington on the 26th day
Toledo, O.
the chance for a merchant here.
of this month to establish a uniform Walding, Kin nan & Marvin, whole- -.
Mrs. England's ad appe.irs in our price on winter fruit. Yours,
Bale druggists, Toledo, O.
,T, (i. Willett,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken incolumns this week. Mrs. England is
upou the
a first class milliner and dress maker
All are invited to attend the meet- ternally, acting directly
of the
sarfaces
mucous
blood
and
and will receive a fair shore of the ing of fruit grovers in Farmington
Sold
bottle.
per
75c
Price
system.
26.
the
patronage of !bo ladiaof our district. mvt Sjtnrrlnv
free
Testimonials
druggists.
ull
by
The object is the establishment of a
E. 0. Foster's men got down to bed uniform price for winter apples in
rock at the Ln PMa bar claims at view of the reduced rate given by the
foot of Dunham mesa last Friday. railway of 60 cents per 100. The meetPROPOSALS
Mr. Foster informs os that the colors ing should be a big one.
prospect
the
and
! or Erection of Buildings,
were innumerable
Lu Plat.
Rgauring.
most
0 S INDIAN SKI VICE NAVAJO
Communion wl.
AGENCY, NEW MKXiuu,
T.,
La. PLATA, Oct. 21- -1 notice piece in
T. N. Johnson of the firm of ReitzA
Fort Defiance, a.
M.
N.
Gallup,
b
th'3
about
Times
nf The
.TnlinHi-Rros. lef tbis week for the 1111. hlMlt
12, 1895,
September
nu
series
rivGem
San Juan country on the Animas
stock of 'he Southern
Sealed proposal endorsed "Proposer near tne territorial line, wVere he of Dallas, Tex;is. Well, Mr. Editor, I als for Erection of Buildings," and adwil- remain during the winter looking nm not in the habit of getting picked dressed to the undersigned at Port
Gallup, New Mex
after stock belonging to his company. iu by any such chaps as J. K. John 1). 11,11106, Ariz,, via at this Agency
received
will
be
ico,
Gallup Gleaner.
son Please find enclosed a letter he until one o'clock p. m. of October 12,
wmte to me. He says, in his letter,
1895, for furnishing me necessary maFrank Baker wl o is working at L.
to him, which say is a false- terials and labor and erecting and
wrote
selected there
W. foe's was catching two horses on
hood, as I have never written him nor completing on the sites
iteservnwun,
on
inaian
Navajo
Tuesday. He caught, one and attempfor
the
place.
or
any
time
his firm a letter at
school build
stone
l6)
five
in
run
the
to
i'.s
hack
on
to
jump
ted
Any man that wears a badge that he ings, In strict accordance with tne
other. The horse must have jumped fails or refuses to back up, cannot get plans and specifications which nay be
to one side and Baker fell heavily fellowship out of me. I am not atraia examined at the otilce of the 'Citi
breaking hi right leg. The limb was
zen," Albuquerque, N. M.; "lne aan
to put my name to anything I write.
made
Juan Times,'' Farmington, N. M; the
sufferer
promptly set and the
So here it - lb full.
"Democrat," Flagutaff, Arizona, and
comfortable.
the "Demootat," Durango, Colorado,
Georok HKNHV Eveusole.
by Mr. Ever- and at the Navajo Agency.
The letter reterre
C. N. Cotton of Gallup has just reRifidrrs must state in their bids the.
for the bill of
lea.
in
cently had made a life size statue of sole asks that gen
length
of time proposed to be con-...
.ii.n nf
... ta?h of the
trees he proposed planting ana mm mo'u-- .5 i.. ik,
uuq........
the late Chief Manuelito of the
wiwvw.
nurseryman
proposed price
the
the
also
is
and
wrote
buildings,
made
plaster,
of
Mr. Eversole
The statue is
Eversole, of each buiiomg aioraui
Mr.
he,
weigh
days
few
in
is
a
to
estimated
that
7J feet tall and
accompanies the specincauous
1200poumlB. This magnificent piece would know all about it.
The riicht is reserved to reject any
McNeil
by
Prof.
executed
was
work
and all bids or any part of ny bid if
of
land.
Fruit
deemed for the best interests of the
who did froroe fine work of this kind
to
service.
peoialrorre8iir,dence.
i
ir. Albuquerque
world's
at
attention of bidders is invited
Friutland, Oct. 24. -- It is said that to The
Democrat.
Act of Congress approved Au
the
not
slow,
grind
the mills of the gods
1892, entitled: "An act relating
1,
gus'
Denver,
WhoJ. G. Willett returned from
8 with the mills of Fruithmd.
to the limitation of the hours of daily
Wednesday. Mr Willett's visit taken ever passes on our county road east hervice of laborers and mechanics emchiefly in the interest of the large warn will see Swan &Co's forces ployed upon the public works of the
TTr..j c7f,.u nr, r,f thu -Distr.ct otn
fruii gnu. , rs lure was eminently suc pitching in wi th a vim that shows that I'Ollt-- ouiirn uiu
Columbia," and also to the Act ot
will be seen from the comcessful
they are in earnest in brick making, Congress approved August 13, 1S94,
munication printed elsewhere Mr. a d upon inquiry we learn that at entitled: "An Act for the protection
Willi tr had a most enjoyabl visitant! least six new residences are going up of persons furnishing materials and
labor for the construction ui
expresses ins admiration for all he saw this fall, frost and rain permitting
works. ''
He
Denver.
in
of the great festival
fF.RTTKlEO CHECKS.
If our county fair was not a
great
of
the
terms
glowing
a
peaki in
success, and if our fruits had not
Each bid must be accompanied by
hospitality with winch tne visitors commanded as fair a price as we had certified check or draft upon some
were treated by the Denver people desiied, vet good has come to us United States depository or solvent
Bank in the vicinity of the
and Bays that in all his experience he tnrough the bounteous harvest given National
hirlrlor made navaole
:j
display.
never saw a more magnificent
us. An instance in hand, at Gallup a to the order of the Commi;?'0"r0Rf
since, we met the chief jus- Indian Affairs for at least blVh,
John Patten of Wisconsin the great few days
territory. Learning that CENT of the amount ot tne
of
our
universal farmer writes us with refer- tice
or draft will be forfeited
were loaded with fruit from the which check States in case any binence to this district, his attention hav we
to
United
the
Juan he examined our load. We der or bidders receiving an award
ing been drawn to us by The Times San
Pewaukee
the
showed him anDles of
shall fail to promptly execute a con ,
received by him. Mr. Patten asks us
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over
weighed
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irci wilii to
numerous questions with regard to variety that
be returned to the niaotherwise
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of
fact
matter
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As
apiece.
the
district,
the
of
the peculiarities
them from our orchard that dBidB accompanied by cash in lieu of
frosts, crops, costs of freight, prices of picked
23 ounces each. The certified checks will not be considered.
weighed
of which will be answer- have
produce-- all
to
4 boxes to take to
Forany further Information, as
bought
justice
chief
of building sites,
ed prompt ly as usual by us. Mr. Pat
location
precise
the
to show them what little
ho will come over neiu Albuquerque
of transportation, etc., e c,
ten savs
- that
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Mills ate located at Thompson's Park,
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to:
apply
to live, bringing witn mm
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way
Captain Oohbtant
POBtoffloe address.
man of great promise, well ' On our
Acting Indian Sigent.
Caa at Sulphur springs. He was In ...
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Homer Hays,
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Under Farmington Ditch. Water Right
Good
Easy Terms
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STORY OF TWO DOLLS.
(For Little Girls.)
NE MORNING THE
rang at
postman
our bell and asked
Jan?, the upstairs
girl, whether any
one named Miss
Arabella
Eveline
Estelle
Rosalie
lived there.
I was sitting on
the top step of the
stairs, and heard it
ill; ar.l I heard Jane answer:
"N'o. sir; there is no one in the house
who has ,t!l them fine names. I'm certain sure of that." And I really think
that postman would have taken the letter away again if I had not called over
the stairs:
"YVhv .lane ves. there is. and I'll
bring her down this minute!"
So 1 ran into my room and took my
last new doll out of the wardrobe and
brought her down just as fast as I
could, and I said:
"Jane did not mean to tell a story.
Mr. Postman, but this is the lady that
letter is for. We call her 'Evy,' for
short, and that is why Jane did not
know."
The postman laughed, and said:
"That explains it," and tucked the letter under Evy's arm and went off; and
took Evy and her letter into the dining-room.
The letter was In a tiny,
weeny pink envelope, and papa cut it
took out the
with his penknife, and
sheet of paper, and read:
"Dear Eveline Arabella Rosalie Estelle: I am coming to lunch with you
at two o'clock today. 1 shall bring
Lucy Dell with me. Give my compliments to Lottie Lee.
"Yours very affectionately,
"Grace Genevieve."
Grace Genevieve was Lucy Deli's
Lucy's grandma
very finest doll.
brought Grace Genevieve over the
ocean, and Lucy took great care of
her.
I
suppose Lucy's aunt Fannie wrote
the note, for she was always doing
things to make us laugh; and usually
I should have been glad, but just
the doll's house was in a dreadful tW i,
and how my Evelina Arabella Rosalie
Estelle could entertain Lucy Bell's
Grace Genevieve properly I did not
know.
"You do not look quite happy, Lottie," mamma said after awhile. "What
troubles you?"
"I'm so sorry for dear Evy, mamma,
I said.
"I'm sure she'll be mortified.
The doll's house is in a dreadful state.
We were going to have a regular
and the furniture covered,
and the walls papered with figured gold
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"How wonderfully Eva carried it o;r!"
said Lucy. "I have often heard mamma say that the only way to do when
you had unexpected company wa fo
behave as if there never was a time
when you wanted them so much; and
ll;;.t is exactly what Evy did."

.n

house-cleanin-

i.

dishes; and when They were all set out,
with a big shell full of flowers in the
center, and a bouquet at each plate. I
never saw anything so pretty. I
brought Evy out.
"My dear doll," I said, "when I first
heard that you were going to have unexpected company. I thought you would
certainly be dreadfully mortified; but
mamma has helped us out of the trou
ble. And now remember, my dear Evy,
when Miss Grace Genevieve arrives,
don't look the least anxious, or make
any apologies, but just say: "I am
so glad to sec you. and as it is such
a warm day v.e'll have a shell lunch
on the lawn for variety; one gets so
tired of the same old cups and saucers
every day."
Mamma laughed and clapped her
hands, though I do not see what I had
said that was funny. Do you? 1 only
told Eva nearly what I had heard real
big people sav when they bad unex
pected company, and put away the
corn-bee- f
and cabbage and had a lunch
instead. Still, when mamma laughs, 1
don't mind, for she loves me dearly;
and I love her mote than tongue can
tell.
Everything was done, and I had tn
my white dress when Lucy rang at the
door. I opened it.
"So glad to see you. Miss Grace Gf
vieve," 1 made Evy say; and Lucy
made Grace say:
"And I am pleased to be here, Miss
Evelina Arabella Rosalie Estelle."
f
Then Eva said I interpreted.
course what 1 told mamma I wou.d
say about a shell lunch on the la.,i;
and Grace Genevieve answered:
'What a lovely idea! But you always
have such splendid ideas, my dear."
Then we put the lady dolls on the
sofa to converse awhile, and 1 tdjk
Lucy out and told her all about 'tie
accidents that happened to the china
and the delay in the doll's housc-cle-ji-

Omaha's Rival to Bandore.
Omaha has a genuihe phenome'f.jn
in the way of a strong man. a regular
coming Sandow, His name is Alois
Swoboda and he is but -- 2 years of a sc.
He was born in Vienna. Austria, arc is
a fine example of what a man can m&ke
of himself physically if he goes at it
the right way. Swoboda has been examined frequently by physicians
they are unanimous on the point that
he is a marvel of muscular development. The muscles all over his body,
when contracted, are as hard as steel,
and when relaxed as soft as a girl's.
The measurements of Omaha's Hercu
les are as follows: Height, 6 feet six;
weight, 145; chest. 15 inches; wa,st
28V6; expansion, 14 inches; biceps, 16
thigh, 23'2; wrist, 7. He has a perfect
nhvsinue and enormous strength. He
dumb-be- ll
as a
toys with a
boy would handle a feather duster and
tears two packs of cards in two with
the wonderful strength of his hands.
He has a system of training peculiarly
his own.
250-pou-

.
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NEW KIND OF DOLLAR.
ONE MAN'S SCHEME TO SECURE
BIMETALLISM.
A

Coin of (ioltl anil Silver In Thl War,
lie Claims, rarity Would He AbolGold
In
ished and B peculation
topped.
M A N

FROM

Brooklyn, one J,
W. Wilson, has a
scheme for settling the currency
question which is
originleast
at
proposes
al. He
Unitthe
that
ed States govern- ment shall coin a
dollar comnew
gold and 50
of
posed of 50 cents' worth
and
that this
silver,
of
tents' worth
thall henceforth be the standard of
value in this country. In this way. be
claims, gold and silver men would
both be satisfied. They would, in fact,
have nothing more to say. because one
metal would always be used at the same
time. That beautiful thing, perfect
equality, would be gained.
Under Mr. Wilson's plan the coinage
of the United States would be gold and
Oliver Inseparably united. This would
The fratricidal
be true bimetallism.
Btrlfo between the two metals would be
ended. All bills, of course, would represent gold and silver dollars. Is it
not a beautiful idea?
Mr. Wilson is conducting a campaign
on behalf of his idea. He gives away
and sells medals which suggest, tlBnear-l- y
as the law will permit, the design
of the new dollar he would have coined.
It '.3 of about the same size as the
present silver dollar and the 50 cents'
worth of gold is neatly inlaid on one
side. An eagle is stamped on the gold.
One of the great merits which he
claims for his scheme is that ii would
abolish parity. A circular which he issues briefly stai.es its objects as follows:
"The object of this invention is to
overcome the great difficulty and expense of maintaining the parity of two
fluctuating standards of value by substituting for them a single standard
more definite, stable and reliable, that
will secure to gold and silver equal
rights and advantages, and to all classes a medium of the same value.
"To prevent speculators from taking
the best money out of circulation and
shifting the poorest money on the people, by combining the two currencies
into one so that they cannot he separated without more loss than gain.
"To secure sufficient redemption money for the increasing large volume of
paper obligations used in banking currency and exchange by a safe and more
extended use of silver in connection
with gold.
"To prevent a panic by providing an
equitable compromise for the settlement of the present disagreement between gold and silver and other opposing interests. And to secure other advantages too numerous to mention in
this circular."
If any financier thinks he sees any
practical objections in the scheme Mr.
Wilson will endeavor to explain them
away.
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We Want lo !u
State. Conntr. City and Scl;ool Dlstrlrt
How a Fly's Trottinj s ion Ii In a VI- BONDS ami WAUKANTH. Corrwnondeui.
MOKRIS A WH1TKHMAD.
solicited.
rrupliono.
Cooper ItntldlnR. Denver, ONOMMta,
of Com. Bids. l'o. timid. Or
Chamber
The improvements which W. H. Soul- Branch:
oy nas lately added to the microphone.
mnv
not make u summer, but
a swallow
a iri"gor "sound magnifier," makes it one of a frn

LIKE THUNDERCLAPS.

"""

me most marvelous mechanical contrivances of the age. The special construction of this instrument is of no
particular interest to any one except
experts, but what is told of its wonderful powers as a magnifier of sounds
will entertain the young and old, as
well as the scientific and unscientific
readers of "Notes for the Curious."
After the instrument had been completed with the exception of a few finishing touches, Soulby found it absolutely
necessary to keep the door of his workshop tightly closed so as to admit no
sounds from the outside, otherwise the
inarticulate rumblings given off by the
"ejector" would have become unbearable. Even with closed doors the cap
had to be kept constantly in place on
the receiver to keep the instrument
from sending forth a roar, which previous investigation proved to be a com
bination of sounds produced by watch
beats, breathing, the hum of flies, etc.
A fly walking across the receiver of the
instrument makes a sound equal to a
horse crossing a bridge, and when Mr.
Soulby laid his arm across the box the
blood rushing forth in his veins gave
forth a sound which much resembled
that made by the pump of a large steam
engine. The playing of a piano in a
house across the street was, when ejected from Soulby's machine, like the roar
of an avalanche, and the washing of
dishes in a kitchen of a house across
the alley made a Bound which the inventor of thi machine says was "a burden to his BOUl." When any one entered
the room, walked about, coughed,
touched the table or door handles, the
shriek which issued from the ejector
was most painful to hear. Hundreds
of uses have been suggested
for the
microphone, the most practical being
those of blood circulation and lung
tests.

HALL'S CATARRH CURE is liquid and is
taken internally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system. Write for
testimonials, free. Manufactured by
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
The author of "I'lve Years with n Uoug
Cannibal." must have clven tbo poor
n terrible case of indigestion.
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The Foundation
of Good Health is

Pure, Rich Bleed
And the surest, best way to
purify your blood is to take

Hood's
ii
nOOCi

S

SarsaparilSa

rlilS

arc tastcles, mild,
tive. AUdronuu.

offce-
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ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR

it

IMPERIAL
THE BEST
FOR

INVALIDS
JOHN CARLE & SONS. New York.

LODD POISON
A SPECIALTYilel:
tinry liLOOD 1'OISON permanently

eurcd In 16 to35 d7s. You am bu treated at
houin f nnnio nnoo under s;im guaranty. If you prefer to coma hero we will con
tract to nny railroad (areand hotel bllls.and
nscharee.if wo fall tu cure. If you Imva taken mercury, iodide potash, and siill hare aches and
pain ., Mucous l'at elien in niouih.Soro Throat,
plea, Copper Colored Spots, Ulcers on
any part of tlie body, Hair or EyebroWj falllne
out, it is this Secondary Hl.DOU POISON
we guarantee to cure. Wo solicit tboranut obstifor a
the world always
nate cases and ehullciu'O
case we eannotenre. This di'omo has physibaflled the nkill of the most eminent
81500,000 cnpital behind our uncondicians.srunranty.
Absolut e proofs sent sealed on
tional
application. Address COOK ItKMKDY CO.,

t

Determining Sounds,
Hiram S. Maxim, in London
neering
the adoption of a
standard of sound, claiming that it
might be a ready means of deciding
some complicated questions which are
brought before the courts. By this
means it might be distinctly decided,
for instance, whether noise in houses
caused by vibrations of machinery in
neighboring central stations is or is noi
greater than the ordinary noise of street
traffic. He believes that the noise produced by a passing cab is much less
than that produced by a central station. He suggests as a starter that a
kind of phonograph be employed in
making a record on smoked glass,
which could be enlarged in a lantern,
and by this means a noise made by a
factory, for instance, might be compared with that produced by a Salvation Army band or other disagreeable
sounds which are tolerated by law. As
a standard of noise, he suggests a shot
of a certain sir.o dropped from a certain
height on to some standardized diaphragm, the waves being recorded at
say, five meters' distance.
Engi-sugges-
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Masonic Temple, CHICAGO, ILL.
uut out and sen,'. t!i!n nUverllseuieu,.

Wemroof
Coat

SPSS

in the
WORLD

I

iri.n vtcti Tin a u RT TprTrn is warranted water
proof, and will keep you dry In tho hardest torm. The;
or, mm pi. ki.Ii'KKK Is a ncrf'C'A rlillng coat, and
rmvorn"i.ieni!rii saddle, linwnreof Imitations. Don't
un nraim
buy a coat It the
ted I 'atalagun free. A. J. TOWElt, Boston, Mass.
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DR. GUNN'S

IMPROVED
A Pleaslns Fad.
Fecple at eastern resorts have a new
UVER PLLS
All Over with Htm,
fad. They hire a quartette to serenade
A Scotch nobleman of the olden times
The
A MILD PHYSIC.
guests at hotels and cottages.
was in the habit of indulging pretty
is supplemented by a fifth
quartette
ONE riLT. FOR A DOSE.
freely at the hospitable tables of his
Queens and Salvationists,
A movement o! tlie bowolu each day is necessary W
shrubbery
the
in
himself
conceals
who
w
pills supply what th rytaem lacks to
TbttM
health,
friends. He took the precaution tc
Philadelphia Ledger: Queen Sopliia and imitates the singing of birds durmnke It. rKiilsr. They euro tteMAehe, brighten the
a
clear
trustworthy
with
.'.ves,
and
him
the Ootnplexlon Iwttertban cosmbtica.
always
have
of Sweden, whose "'0th birthday has ing the selections rendered by tbe
Thny neither grips nor MoitSTL To confines you, we
retainer, who never failed to avoid al! just been celebrated with much pomp
will moil sample treo. or a lull box frrVfie. Sold everyIP ISANKO MED. f:i).. Plulsdi h.hia. Pa.
where.
temptation to excess, in order to nu-kDrothintngholm
and ceremony at
WHAT A LOVELY IDEA.'
sure of taking his master safely hone castle, is one of the most enthusiastic
THE COMPANY PAYS THE FREICHT
GREAT THOUGHTS.
Will
new steel horse whim.
On their common-senspaper, and the curtains done up; but On one occasian Donald had been
friends and supporters of the Salvation
holstaitonsof rook 800 (bet each shift Islustai sate
and upholsterer
the paper-hangto join in the festivities of the Army, a distinction which she shares A man there was, somo people thouR'.it liuj reliable tM an engine It nn be. pwkM onyv.hiMO
I, J. ICS Hill
HV l UK nirori, iil
that's brother Tom, you know disap- servants' hall, and feeling himself quite with her niece, the queen regent of Holclutches lo break. 6(1 per cmt. Is
him mad,
wrought iron and stoel Rnd Will hond
pointed us."
overcome, managed to stagger upstairs land.
before breaking. Over "s) in use
Both queens publicly counte- The more ha cast away, the more he
yearn without one
tonie running
"I should not mind if I was you," and whisper to his master, who Was nance the work of General Booth, sendox'j'miso. We make hone
had.
liiuais at price.-- , f'i), 00, i) K" fii.
said mamma. "iou can nave a picnic in full swing of his enjoyment at the ing liberal subscriptions to his various
Bunyan,,
in the back table: "Mv lord, ye'll ha'e to tak' CUM
lunch on the grass-plo- t
funds and expressing the opinion that
A church silent on the question ol
garden."
of yersel' the night, for it's a' ower wl' on religious and political grounds it is temperance discredits itself as much
"Eut you haven't heard the worst, me." Scottish American.
wise to encourage a form of worship as a church silent on the question ol
mamma," said I. "Poor Evy's china
which seems to suit the masses and dishonesty. Joseph Cook.
t9B set is actually gone smashed to
on op. Brad foron IUttrtd elnmUy u THE
finds the way to their hearts. But the
A Member of the Force,
It is only by labor that thought can ami
WHlM CO.. 13S2 Curtta fit.. Denver. Oolo.
pieces! The day Cousin Jane was here
incide.its impress of Germany and the emperor, be made healthy, and only by thought
"A good many amusing
t.
sir fell down with the
our first examination ol too, give evidence of the most undis- that labor can be made happy; and the
out
in
came
Tb re's not a whole piece left."
says Col. John W. Kla, the guised hostility to the Salvationists
two cannot be separated with impuni" feel great sympathy for Evelina," the police,"
order ty. Ruskin.
of local civil service reform. "'1 their army being by imperial
apostle
Slid mamma. "I've been in much the
Ye shall find one touch of faith more
recall one incident which struck :ne subjected to annoyances and persecusirrio position myself. Bui Lucy will as being particularly funny. We were tions by the police.
worth to your souls than all your deep
nake allowances."
and laborsome disquisitions; one dram
putting one o; the patrolmen through,
'
t is not Lucy that I mind." said 1.
fellow
big
fumed
and
fretted
of faith more precious than a pound oi
the
and
A Slave to Hut ..
' S'.ic is only a plain little girl like
Bishop Hall.
as if he were actually
perspired
and
woman
in Sprtngdale, knowledge.
There is a
but Grace Genevieve is so ele
I
a
man? Ke who does the
i3
true
him
last
box.
Who
sweat
asked
At
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in
Conn., whose husband went away supgant, and always comes in pale-blu- e
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never
Is a felony?'
'What
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truth,
question:
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posedly with another woman the othsitin, and wears a diamond coronet."
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in any hour
not
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s
for
poor
he
fellow
which
looked
"The
f inned
d
er afternoon for good and all. The
"Rather dressy," said mamma, 'for
any
hour to risk the conin
act,
two, but finally there
to
and
or
Hoils for local 'nig irnlilnrsllvproif.lost
a
moment
MINERAL or
has an extensive milk route In
a small and early."
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hulilHii tri'Bnrwi,
holding
it. Thomas
of
sequences
reason
returning
of
expression
Snutliliiglun, Conn.
an
came
ov Lt.it, Uox
'
disappointThe woman's
Stamford.
can't help it," said I. "Her
Carlyle.
eyes, and in a triumphant tone
in her husband was considerable,
things won't come off. But Evelina into his
" ment
on
Get the habit a gionous one or ret'ing
'A
the
!i. .
fumbl'
answered:
Bfc!OBOBlS Hash-.imlon- .
he
to match, you
yet, with It all, she could not forget
will want everything
Claims.
r"Si:cce55fi!llv
to Christ. How did he feel,
Prosecutes
all
ferring
,
Record.
Bureau.
,
U.S.
Pension
customer:-disappointed
his
would
PrtnHri.!
Late
Raminer
how
know."
think, net? So then must I feel, and
i3vnln last war, l.ladjudlontiugctulius, attymuoo.
be if they did not get their Saturday's
"I'm afraid there's not time to buy a
Should I please myself?
act.
and
chink,
Compelled tn lte Twice Married.
supply of milk, So she got up early,
new set of china," said mamma, "lint
PARKER'S
pleased not himself."
Edward Robinson of Newport, Ky. milked the cows, hitched up the horses. "For even Christ
HAIR BALSAM
leave it all to me. I'll think of someRobertson.
W.
Frederick
and Hsiiiui.is 1..0 oa.r.
nmi'1
went to uinciauitii recently ana securea and with her little boy went the rounds
hi
nti wilt.
it
thing."
you speak, when the f'flMX.TW Never....it FflJln
before
Consider
to- RtftftM Grel
When mamma said that, all my cares a license to tuUay Ruth Simpson, a of the city and filled the waiting palla
to Its soutruui
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weigh
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moment;
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ousiness
belt railing,
Cures ninlp diMftMl
were over; and about one o'clock she Newport girl. pkey were married by on the back porches.
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den. She had a box in her hand, and not examine the license closely. Then
This Town ProtOOtl Cyclists.
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a
wedding
on
it,
trip.
went
When
there
they
were
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the
hen she
At last a place has been found where Inoffensive Sir Matthew Hale.
Oootl. CUB
loveliest shells of all shapes and sizes, the squire made his return to the coun- the poor bicyclist is protected. It ia in
M nest finish Syrup. 7ftuna
Christian faith in a grand cathedral
druggist,
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Vj
in i
and a beautifully embroidered towel, ty clerk he saw that the license was the town of Chicopee, Mass., and any
with dimly pictured windows. Stand
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s
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ne
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parties
sugar-plumwas
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and a little
m
and a paper of
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tacks, possibly Imagine any; standing within
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LESSONS FROM YALU.
MAHAN

DRAWS CONCLUSIONS
FROM FICHT.

It Hotter than Defense anrt
Rapidity of Fire Is Most Important
Ilattlr-Shlp- s
Hotter Than Cruisers
Light Tonnage a Factor.

Offense

HE

CURRENT

Century

devotes
considerable attention to the battle of
the Yalu. This engagement
is important not only for
its decisive bearing
upon the contest
between China and
Japan, but because
it was the first one
fought
ironclads
between
modern
with modern arms.
The Century
acprints the first authoritative
count of the battle that has yet
been published, written by Philo
N. McG.ffln,
the brave American
officer who commanded the Chinese
battle-shi- p
Chen Yuen. This is illustrated with photographs taken during
the actual engagement, as well as by
those showing the damage done to the
vessels A second paper, by Capt. A.
T.
the greatest authority on
naval tactics, discrsses the "Lessons
from the Yalu Fight." The following
is en extract from his article:
It appears from Commander McGif
fin's narrative that both Chinese and
Japanese were led, by design or accident, to accumulate projectiles and am.
munition on deck in advance of immediate demands a practice greatly
deprecated. But is the deprecation
s holly sound? Offense Is better than
defense. Rapid fire with some risk is
better than slower fire with no risk-ri- sk,
that is, from this particular
source because the slower fire yields
to the enemy an advantage greater than
the risk avoided. On board a foreign
battle-shinot long ago, the Captain
Mid to me that in providing for action
they accumulated a certain number of
rounds ten, I think near each rapid-lir- e
gun. "Don't you consider that a
geat risk?" I asked. "Undoubtedly,"
be replied; "but not so great a risk as
tbat the enemy should fire faster than
we."
Collingwood
I think he was right.
used to tell his crew that if they could
d
broadsides In as
Are three
many min'ttes, no enemy could resist
them. Farragut noted with emphatic
commendation,
in 1839, when the
French attacked the castle of San
Juan de Ulua at Vera Cruz, that
they habitually kept a groat numin racks
ber of shot accumulated
many
naval
on deck a practice
The in
remember.
officers still
troduction of shells explosive projectilesgave pause to this habit, for direful experiences had taught that a shot,
solid or hollow, striking one would explode many near by. Nevertheless, the
difficulty of insuring rapid supply at
any time, even the quietest, and the
dreadful liability to severance of the
chain of supply by the casualties of
battle, suggest the imperative necessity
This should be so
of an accumulation.
to the
planned and so proportioned
to inpun
as
to
the
possible
fire
rate of
sure the minimum of risk that must be
taken if the full efficiency of the battery
Especially is this
Is to be maintained.
necessary for the beginning of an actionusually, at least as regards the
single ship, the most pregnant of the
As regards systems, the
final result.
result of this episode is a drawn battle,
which may be summed up broadly an
the successful resistance of two ships,
armored, with a joint displacement of
15,000 tons,' to five ships, partly protected, of 19,000 tons. This, as far as
it goes, favors the view that a given
amount of tonnage in one or In a few
big ships possesses a decided advantage
over the same, or even a greater
amount, divided among several. This
view is also in strict accord with the
general teachings of warfare, that force
concentrated under one command is
more efficient than that disseminated
among several. This conclusion must
not, of course, bo pressed to absurdity,
but tempered, as all practical conclusions are. by moderation and discretion.
ship
A man may consider one 10.000-to- n
better than two of 0,000 without wanting one of 20,000 tons at all, for sufficient reasons. Our forerunners found
ship absolutely superior to
a
two frigates for the latter to attack
was considered folly yet the 74 was
and only
their norm for the battle-shiexceptionally was exceeded in size.
On the other hand, this episode was
a drawn fight, because 46 (more or less)
quick-firin- g
guns got the better of
guns unsupported by any
eight
QUiok-firiguns at all. They did so,
l apprehend, because thoy destroyed
the personnel of the ship, either directly or by shattering its power of efficient offense. Men, however bravo,
Cannot stand up against fire of a certain intensity; and when such a condition is reached and sustained, they are
03 good as dead for the time being.
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FISH, SMALL ROD.

Extraordinary Catrh Made by a Sportive
Resident of Santa Cruz.
Al dimming had an encounter with a
huge shark at Santa Cruz Sunday, says
Cum- the San Francisco Examiner.
ming had engaged a boat and was out
ior saimon.
buddenlv there was a
jerk at his line that almost capsize.:
the boat. The fish came to the surface
and his fins showed that he was a big
shark. Gumming toyed with him for a
while, and as the shark felt the sharp
prong of the hooks forced into his
mouth he made a plunge, going down
fully one hundred feet, and reeling out
about five hundred feet of line. Cum- ming nan only one hundred feet more
on the reel, and if the shark had accom
plished that distance he would have
escaped.
But he was exhausted and
came to the surface again. Then, with
the skill of an experienced
angler,
Cumming played the line carefully,
and, after great effort, got the shark
alongside of his boat. Both the shark
and his captor were winded. The boatman killed the shark with one blow of
his boathook.
Mr. Cumming caught
the shark with a twelve-ounc- e
salmon
rod and a linen salmon line. The fish
was more than five feet in length and
weighed fully one hundred and fifly
pounds. It is the largest shark ever
landed there with a hook and line, and
its capture was due to the perfect
knowledge of fishing that Mr. Cum
ming possesses.
The contest lasted
just one hour, and exciting as it was for
Mr. Cumming. in was also as much so
for the onlookers. Fully twenty boats
were in the vicinity.
ROOSEVELT
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FAMOUS.

SUNLIGHT TO ORDER.
of Vibrations Introduced b
Prof. Tesla.
Tesla had two big undertaking: or
hand when his laboratory caught arc
and was destroyed in New York. Tlu
more important of these, from his point
of view, was the production of light by
the vibration of the atmosphere. According to the inventor, the light of the
sun is the result of vibrations in 31,000.-00miles of ether, which separates us
from the center of the solar system ot
which we are a part. Tesla's idea is tc
produce here on earth vibrationssimilai
to those which cause sunlight, and thus
give us a light as intense as that of the
sun, with no danger of obstruction from
the clouds. The inventor had already
done something toward accomplishing
this end when the fire occurred. It is
understood that he has again taken the
subject up in a way. To illustrate his
principle it is only necessary to take a
long bar of glass and note the brilliancy of the light it produces through
vibration alone. It is a prismatic experiment, in general terms, applied to
Tesla can compute vibia
electricity.
tion3 as readily as most people count
tiiu wealth they would like to have. He
?&n tell you the number of vibrations
roduced by a fly in action and draw
interesting comparisons therefrom. For
example, this young man from Smiljan
will tell you that a certain kind of fly- peculiar to the swamps of Central
American moves his wings 25,000 times
to the second. You may doubt the accuracy of this statement in your own
mind, but if you hunger for details
Tesla will sit down and convince you
with figures adduced from a scientific
contemplation of the problem.
"All
. ,
- - - havp" to do i " hp said rpoontlv
"is to duplicate the number of vibrations required to light up the sun, and
the practicability of my theory will
have been demonstrated. It is difficult
for me to give you an idea that you
will readily grasp about this question
of vibration.
In ordinary life our
minds do not deal with the figures that
I have
come up In such Investigations.
come to the conclusion that the sunlight is produced by five hundred trillion vibrations of the atmosphere per
second. In order to manufacture the
same kind of light it will be necessary
to produce an equal number of vibra
I have succeeded
tions by machinery.
up to a certain point, but am still at
work on the task."
A Question
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Cocktail Named After the Ruler of New
York, So He Must De Croat Man.
The newest thing in alcoholic bever-

ages has been named the "Roosevelt
cocktail," says the New York Sun. It
is so new, in fact, that the young caliph
of the reform police board, who is said
to pride himself on being up to date,
has probably not yet tried the decoction that has been dedicated to him.
The Roosevelt cocktail can hardly be
called a mixed drink; it is rather of the
genus shandy gaff. It consists of half
To all
buy GRAND MESA LANDS,
a glass of lager beer, into which Is put
an equal quantity of plain soda. This
irrimakes a much more cooling and thirst- quenching morning draught than beer
aione, and persons who claim to know
N. M., I
of
about such matters say that it is an
excellent antidote for the matutinal
sell any size
Cycling B!34 Miles a Hay.
ailment known as "head." The RooseIt seems almost incredible that a
velt cocktail it rapidly growing in popon
man should be able to cover a distance
ularity.
cf 024 miles in twenty-fou- r
consecutive
hours, furnishing all the motor power
Revised I'snlm of Life.1
himself, and yet that was what the
At 20, when a man is young, he French bicyclist, Riviere, did at Borthinks he knows it all; he likes to wag deaux Tuesday. Applied in a straight
his active tongue and exercise his gall; line that day's motion would have car
he struts around in noble rage; th" ried him from Chicago to the vicinity
world is all his own; he laughs to scorn of Cleveland. Of course, he made his
the world of age and lists to self alone. record on a cement track, but it isn't
He wears a window in his eye to see his every one of us that can do his twenty- whiskers grow; he thinks the ladies pine two miles on a track in an hour, not to
40-acr- e
and dia because they love him so. At mention keeping it up for twenty-fou- r
40, as you may suppose, he's knuckled The
French, by the way, while they
80-ac- re
down to biz; 'tis not till 00 that ho don't keep with us in
e
knows how big a chump he is.
riding, seem to have everything their
own way in the long ones, the Ameri
2-rocan twenty-four-hoNOTES OF THE DAY.
record being soma
100 miles lower than theirs.
Salt water is slightly heavier than
fresh water.
Longevity of Norwegian'!
In China, if a man loses his temper
Norway is a small country, and th
10-ac- re
in public he is liable to five days' imsayings and doings of its people do not
prisonment.
in Peru and Bolivia wheat is culti- get into newspaper type very often, but
vated 11.000 feet above the sea; in the the Norweigans, nevertheless, have
claim upon celebrity due to the fact
Alps, 3,600 feet
d
There is a
man in Georgia that the average length of life is greater
who can plow, jerk and goad a mule there than in any other country in Eu
rope. Recent statistics show that for
swear and smoke a pipe all at once.
Any of these pieces of property is close enough to the public
Immigration to this country for the males the average is 4S years and threo
months,
51
years
and
for
females
is
it
fiscal year, ending with June, was only
school for children to attend.
It is a valuable
276,136. or less by 35,476 than last year. and three months.
London has decided to convert into commentary on this that the mortality
parks and playgrounds for children the in Norway Is 17 per cent less than in
the center or west of Europe, this be
173 disused graveyards in that city.
The estimated age of the dragon treo ing due to the fact that a far smaller
number of infants die there than in
of Oratava (not authentic, like the recorded age of the Soma tree) is 5,000 my other country.
years.
A hotel is to be built on High Knob,
Gauging Heer Capacity.
a mountain in Virginia. From its balIn southern Germany, where incred
conies guests will be able to see into Ible quantities of beer are drunk daily
i
five states.
nd where the steady customers sit for
Ohio has the greatest number of pen- lours at table, drinking glass after
sioners 99:837; New York is second, lass, mug after mug, filled by buxom
with 89,642, and Pennsylvania third, maidens, some genius has introduced
with 89,387.
'.he beerometer," attached to the bot- The amount paid in the form of inom of a drinking vessel a numbered
terest to shareholders in public com- Hal with one hand. With each glass
panies in England annually is some- ful or mugful which the drinker rething like $1,100,000,000.
ceived the hand is advanced one numIn the famous cellars of the Hotel do ber. As the hand cannot be moved
fa vav5nridaet''Well.l
Ville, at Bremen, there were a dozen backward the "beerometer"
exercises
cases of holy wine, which have been jerfect control to the
's
preserved for 250 years.
jatisf action at least.
ir riitKy iver
Indiana's corn crop for this year is
Kb DENVER BEST Wl buy 05 woife!
estimated at 150,000,000 bushels, which
Cause of New Vork'l V.n cnt 'Inrrnr.
is about 15,000,000 bushels greater than
While clearing away the debris of
the highest previous year.
Ije Ireland building In Now York city,
n
For the hide of a
giraffe,
n
i'hich collapsed last week, killing
Which is greatly sought after in Africa
men, an
well war,
for whip and sandal making, the native
found under the foundation of the cen-- I
,'illJ flfW i
hunter gets from $15 to $25.
:ral pillr.r of the structure. This was
An Armenian recently died at Lowor
what enured the fall of the building.
ell, Mass., and hi3 friends, having no
for use
photograph, stood him up in a corner
Dream Canted ills Death.
and had his picture taken in that way.
Perry LaJdley. a Charleston, W. Va.,
The longest game of chess on record
ipHard ujater.
Phi.-- ,
irugglst,
dreamed of burglars.
took between five and six years to finish. One player was in England and ?o impressed him that he got out f re- A copperhead snake four feet long one in Australia, and the game was rolver and began cleaning it. It w;:3
discharged and Laidley was killed
KH3 killed in Brooklyn the other day.
played by mail.
p,

well-aime-

wishing to

under ditch, with ample stock therein for
gation, just north
will
Farmington,
block, from one to eighty acres,
cheap,
easy terms.

Very Choice Lots for Sale

just north of the public school

tract,
building, to sell, a
two miles from town, and an
tract with a
house,
cellar and small orchard, also a
tract of good land, well
si tuated on the county road.

short-distanc-

om

ur

one-arme-

For further information apply to owner,

HUGH GRIFFIN

Or

Y. R. N. Greaves, Agent
Farmington, N. M.
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LAROO.
were brought to this place there is
no tietUr piece of land for raising
This town may le considered the
Jeciduous fruits. It is protected, center of population on the upper
fertile aid beautiful.
San Juan. Taking iu with it ihe
THE LA PLATA VALLEY.
little settlement ou Pine river and at
Bloomfield.
flows
deep
a
the population is between
river
Tlie La Plata
in
saudy beii, and its waters generally 1000 aud 1200 persons, the majority
disappear in the last week iu Augnv of whom are of Spanish descent.
On The high culture of the fields, oror tbe lirst week of Septemberil chards and vineyards speaks well f jr
of
river
this
after
tbe upper part
tbe progress of the community.
enters Sau Juan county there
cultivated;
til
and
8000 acres
CROPS
there is
Jackson, near its
Th lirst trees weie planted in this
a sniHll Mormon colony who till
county
ten years ago. and as au exab tot 1000 acres The river has an
periment
seemed very doubtful. The
feet,
mile,
to the
aversge fall ul forty
were principally cattle
settlers
first
is about thirty feet wide aud has a
who
men,
little about farming.
knew
25(1
conk
meau average flow of about
their first mistakes,
They
by
profited
feet per second. The ultimate re
so that the
prospered,
however,
and
clamation of lands IP the Ld Plata
valleys is known
of
reputption
these
valley will be large.
all over the southwest. The. southern
ACTUAL WAT1B RESOURCES.
towns of Colarado, outside the San
foregoing
the
from
It will be seen
valley, are almost wholly supthat there are available from these Luis
from tbe San Juan orchards.
plied
of
feet
water
three rivers 6250 cubic
has fruit culture
So
remunerative
per second. At. the low estimate of
1801 23 000 trees were
in
proved
that
foot,
this is
160 acres to each cubic
18.12 about 50.000
sufficient to irrigate 1,000,000 acres planted, aud in
is not yet ac1803
The
of
planting
According to a county
of land
will show a ratio
curately
known,
but
pamphlet issued for circulation at
of progrens. Last year at ihe Albuthe World's fair, there are 175,000
Territorial fair the fruits of
querque
In
acres available for irrigation.
took tbe sweeustakes
county
tbis
addition to the value of the water for
in some instances
prize.
Tbe
peaches
source
of
constant
is
irrigiiiion, it a
in circumferinches
measured
nine
water power. Tbe San Juan and ence,
to fourteen
thirteen
apples
streams,
not
AuimHs are constant
lo ninesixteen
inches
and
weitthed
alTeoted by tuemost enduring drouth,
acres of fruit
Single
teen
ounces.
The wasted power of their waters
land return from $400 to $500; and
would furnish heat, light and elec
Farmingtou are
trical motive forre far in excess of in one orchard uear
yield ;.n acwhose
of
three
trees,
any possible need of this county. At.
beer,
kept for four
account,
has
curate
present tbe only use made of all this
average re
au
show
years
past, that
wealth of water is to irrigate about
of
$53
uru
per
tree.
25,000 acres, the larger part of which
is under ditches owned by small assoCereals of all kinds are grown hero,
ciations of farmers.
wheat yielding 20 to 40 bushels per
AZTEC.
acre: oats, 30 to 80 bushels; barley, 30
The midern civilization has fol- - to 60 bushels; rye, 15 to 30 bushels;
lowed the same lines of settlement as co'ii, 25 to 50 bushels. A ready sale
ii hi tue ancient,.
Aztec is me county is found at good prices Current
seat, situated on tbe southeast bank prices for 180b were ns follows;;
of the Animas. It has a bank, several Wheat, per cwt.. $1.40; oats, $1.50;
large stores, hotel and livery aud barley, $1.40; com, $150; bran, per
stage stables. The county jail is a ton, $18 Vegetables of every variety
well built, steel lined adobe structure flourish, from the hardier varieties,
The surrounding country is well such as Irish potatoes, turnips aud
cutivated. the farms extending up beets, to tbe more tender melons eggaud down the river for several miles, plants, tomatoes, etc
At this point the valley is about two
ALFALFA
miles wide. Fruit, alfalfa, grain, Is, however, the staple
p in this,
potatoes and all the root crops give county; drouth is not to be feared
abundant harvests. Apples and to- - aud neither frost nor cold emlauger
matoes seem peculiarly adapted to! it. Owing to the advantageous situ
tbe soil. The population of the town ation of the county the farmers bnve
and surrounding country is between taken to fattening beef cattle
Foi
550 and 000 yersinia.
this purpose the sales of dfiilfa re
FLORA
VISTA.
large, frequently amounting to fr mi
This little village a::d vicinity has 600 to 1000 tons to a Hingis buyer.
a population of about 250 souls. It .from 1891 to 1802 the increase mi
is situated at about ihe widest part alfalfa production amounted 7000
re is
of the Animas valley, seven miles tous. The averave yield er
from Aztec, raises the same crops from 4 to 10 tons.
and its orchards are spreading; alMINERAL WEALTH.
falfa fields have a particularly good
This whole county is underlaid
appearance.
with coai. The beds havi rot been
FARMINOTON.
Farmingtou and Junction Cityf are prospected to any extent. They are
situated at the mouth of the Animas. known, however, to contain almosi
The population is about the same as unlimited quantities of coai On
at Aztec, The location is very
Juan river, opposite Pruitlan
At this point the full scenic is a truly notable exposure of this val
beauty of the valley reveals itself. liable fuel. It stands above the riv-From a little hill overlooking the 34 feet aud is over 300 feet long, Ri
town a soli.) plantation of thrpe or extends back into the bluff on h Ver.i
foursquare miles, including orchards, slight dip, it is supposed for miles,
alfalfa tieids, grain and meadow is
is au immense mesa stretching
seen. Here is at present the densest in that direction. Immediately across
population of the couuty and the on the north side of the river othei
widest spread of cultivation. The huge beds appear, and thesi- then
three valleys here converge into the stretch up the La Plata for nearly
main valley of the San Juan. There fifty miles. This coai is a hard, free
are several go. id stores, public stables, burLing quality.
Au experienced
good schools and general facilities. Cornwall miner, who is working one
Near this town are located several of th9se veins on the La Plata Bays
brick kilns, a saw mill and a roller he never saw mines so easily opened
process flour mill. It is a very pretty, or that so quickly yielded good met'
place. Its citizens are full chantable coal. All that seems to be
of energy and public spirit.
necessary is to strip the outer layer,
which has been exposed to the
LA PLATA.
weathei forages, and the fine, glit
T lis place can hardly be called a tering material is found, free fr in
town. It is a compact farming com- slate or "bone" and ready for use.
munity, however, of about seventy Some difference of opiniou exists as
well cultivated homesteads at the to the quality of this coal, but the
head of the La Plata valley. On the bureau of immigration can state on
western side the land nseB in three the authority of its agent that it is
terraces, one over the other, every of a good coking character. Some of
one or which is highly cultivated. it, in his presence, was covered with
The sight would remind one more of sand and tired on the ground nud in
a French landscnpe than a western a short time was roasted into a fine
community as yet removed from silver coke with a ring like metal.
railroads, and ten years ago given The coal in tbis county is nsuolly
over to the Indians as u hunting found in a thick strata between slate
ground Alfalfa Bnd fruit are the ann sandstoue of a very fine grain.
principal productions. This part of
It is said that gold aud metallic
the county is a very picture in its iron can be found; and the best
picturesque fertility.
The Aztecs building stone, both sandstone and
also thought well of it, and many of granite, abound. The best mining
their monuments in the shape of camps of Colorado nd splendid minrudely pictured and sculptured rocks eral belts in New Mexico are contig
abound
When railroads penetrate
uous.
THE LOWER SAN JUAN.
this county the neighborhood of Olio
foi
Olio, Fruitland and Jewett are sit- will afford splendid opportunities
smelters.
large
uated ou the San Juan below its
Sinne the f(rnoin8 Wb ptihlUhed by th
junction with the La Plata. The
of immigration the tiour mill was destroyed
population of the three is about 600 by firo, but will be rebuilt thin Hummer.
jiiBt auroBB the Animne trow
persons. Tbe greater part of the tjunotion City isilopenUe
on Farmiugton merFarminalon, but
land is under a fine modern canal chants
for supplies.
and in a high state of cultivation. At
Patented land with water can be
Fruitland is olb small orchard of
seven acres from which the annual had at from $15 to $50 per acre. Benet return has been over $2,500 per sides this there are thousands of
annum for the past five vears. This acres of government land that can be
had for the cost of tiling on it.
is tbe property of the resident Mor
Among the many enterprises which
tnon bishop and is cultivated accord
ing to the theory of bis neoole that a would flourish in this county may be
small place well cared for is more mentioned a wool scouring plant and
valuable than broad acreage poorly woolen mills. Water and coal are
farmed. It is one of the best instances abundant and free. The only exof intensive culture in the territory. pense will be in developing.
-

Fertile Soil Abundant Water and
Other Inducement Offered
to Home Seekers.

ut

mid-cours-

N. M. Bureau of liumijiraUon Bapnft.
btH enmity is oue of the garden
spots of the world, uud lies uD the

from
1

western hlope of the. great continental divide, heiny part of the Pa
Aside from
citic
hs au agricultural an
courtry its sceuery is very beautiful.
Ou all sides great rocky masses,
broken into picturesque formations,
are to be seen across wide, fertile
valleys. The county is watered by
three large rivers, and from tbeir
junction below Farmingtou tbe view
"id grand and impressive.
wuter-Hlied- .

ON

LAND

FARM

THI BO JUAN.

In this valley, from a point about
ten miles above Largo, there is a
narrow strip of bottom land on each
side of the river. At the town of
Largo t'ie river bottom widens out
into rolling mesas and bottom lands
which are available for cultivation.
The mo!t important of these tracts
are known hs the Bloomfield and Solomon mesHs. which, with the bottom
lauds uinler hem, will aggregate
aomewhat over '20.UOU acres. They
are on the north side of the river.
From thence to the junction of the
Animas, the menu lands are broken
intodetached plateaus rather difficult
Animas and La
to irrigate
e San Juan near
Plata eniptj
() me two points of
Farmiagton
land formed by iu- - rivers are about
T2,0UO or 15.UU0 acres of line laud all
under ditch. Beginning then at the
mouth of the La Plata, and for twenty
miles dowu the San Juan, to where
it breaks through the Hogback, (a
line of low bills) tUTe 18 a continuwith about a mile
ous series of
A little over
wide of bottom land
r ditch. To
10
15,000 here !:
i of high
the north of this ni
iie. to con
meadows, n i
a this, and
tain 44,000 aci
lenvt in the San
to be iroper.y c
on either
Juan basin, in. th
side of the Canoi
igo, Canon
These
o,
Blanco and CaUot
will include the laud ,.i iitg the river
and dowu to ih sixth correction
line, ncrtb; south of this line there
are tweni four townships of land,
tbe water facilities of hicu are only
about the avi igt of ;he arid ivgj. n.
They are covet eo by the headwaters
of the Bio Utiaco or Chusco and the
Amarillo At present this land is
devoted to cattle and sheep raisiug,
but tbe prospects of usiug a conoid
erable aruaof this land for agricull ure
are very ifavorable. At preseut there
is no d lUHiid for it and most of it is
public land.
It may be said, therefore, thac in
the immediate Sau Juan valley there
are about GO, 000 acres of laud, aboui
50,000 acres of which are now tuder
ditch, A large area outside of this,
on thj high mesas, is susceptible of
irrigation, and will ultimately be
added to the irrigable area by meaus
of high line ditches.
I

f
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The Animas river enters thecoiinty

just e"st of tlie 108th meridian. It
is formed by the junction of two

im-

portant torrential streams, and will
irrigate, if properly handled, 40,000
acres of fruit land. Of this amount
10.000 or 12,000 acres are already
under ditch, unit it would not be wise
to advise large settlement on any
new lands, .unless some scheme were
devised bj which the whole amount
of the water could be handled by
some comprehensive authority. This
river Hewn 'lnrty miles within San
Juan couuty. The farming lauds
begin at Cox's crossing and tako iu a
strip varying from a quarter of a
mile to three miles iu width and
about twenty live miles in length.
The Animas has a minimum now of
2000 cubic feet per second
One of
the pecnliaiitiet of this and tbe San
Juan river is that the bottoms are
composed of beds of small, round,
water-wor- n
boulders j unknown
depth. More water Hows in this
boulder bed than on the surface.
Along in the. river valley proper
there are about 18.000 acres of good
land, the most important area of
which is from Aztec to below Flora
Vista.
FARMINOTON GLADE.

the valley of tbe Animas
tin ire is an important area of land
included iu the Farmingtou Glade,
an introvale beiweeD the Animas and
La Plata rivers. It is a strip of
country two or three miles wide by
eigi teen miles long. It will aggregate 25,000 acres of good irrigable
land well adapted to fruit raising.
Be

1'

H

In the glade, and beginning at about
the latitude of Aztec, is a liue body
of public land, si.'iject to desert
land entry, that would make homes
for a soi di colony. The ditch would
be comparatively inexpensive as a
natural opening in the hillside affords
easyeutiunce to the glade. If water
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THK ANIMAS VALLEY.
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ties on tbe lower San Jii iii.auJ line
The following table shows the frnil quality of titv brick can be manufw-- !
lured at a uomiunl cost.
yiell of the county and average marExperts pronounce the 8n 'nan
ket price of 1803:
coal as a steHiu prodncii.;: ooaJ fttr
above the average, if noi ihe veiy
PRICfc
YIKI
Ihsi quality iu ihe world.
Whoa , bnilitii
..
MJS
Any information relative to the
.7?
wet
.75 couuty not given in the columns i.f
W.iVJ
I'nrn
'
Ilarlry
".''., .73 The lufKS will be cheutuiiy
2u urn!
l'ot t.Mftt "
.si
IJ.ll 0 LIS
llnuius "
upon application tu the pnb
TunuktuM"
Lit
l'sber.
pounds
.Ul
WH.0t.
Appi,
jrio.uoo:
Fimrhes, "
W
Water rights in company ditches
'
PVam
7,foiU
u?
"
0;
4U.U
'18 cost from $2 to $15 per m re, with an
flams
CliMrria
5,i .1?
additional cost of from ?1 tu If hii- -j
"
(irai.mi
.in
loo uo
SI raw berries, mi iris
nually per acre to pay for repairs. In
.
"
.au
aselwrni's
assessment
"
.au most cases tbis annual
hliick berries
"
.i
can be worked out.
Currants
"
(looMsborriiw
..
...
.08
Sheep do well in this county. Scab
Besides the produce mentioned in apd other sheep diseases are unknown
the foregoing table the county pro here. Thousands of acres of govdnced 35.000 pounds of h mey at an ernment land are Contiguous to the
watering places on which
average price of 12J cents a pound, streams and
they can graze nearly every month in
and 30.0t'O tons of alfalfa hay which 'the
ear. Large bum lies of the
averaged $5 De ton.
Iweibuscan be fattened on alfalfa
bay during the winter, and the mam
Questions rllMweiwdi
docks earned over on it at a small
Irrigation is the best means of fer cost, thus making sheep raising n
tilizing land.
t
profitable industry. The native sheep
Every kind of deciduous fruit, can ivake a most excellent cross to breed
be raised here.
the mutton producing strains of eastAs a fruit raising country the San ern sheep to.
Juan has no equal,
A tannery is needed and would be
Wio-can be put on arid land at s In good investment in ilns county
cost f from $'J to 515 per acre.
There are over G00.000 acres of canaNew Mexico took first prize for agnn growin;.' wilil Der
It yields
s wild and
wheal at the World's lair, and second as high per acre as ten'i
from Ihirly tons upward tinder culti-ya- ti
for cals.
n. This plant contains
per
The last census gives thirty acres
as the average size of an irrigated cent of tanni" acid, the higher average of any known agent, The tanfarm in New Mexico,
nery Would bo furnished with a home
As a health resort for persons with
6'ipply
of tanning matter without
weak lungs San Juan coiintj has
of h cent of freight, Tbis
cost
tbe
fev peer and no snperior- Cftua i.gria is being shipped to Europe
Bough lumber here - nojih $25 at cost of between $80 and $100
per thousand, rick $8 per ihon
d. per ion, Sevi ml firms there
it
and lime 40 certs per boi.be
for the preparation of tiuir best
Fire clay is found in huge qiianti- - grades of !ui her.
rops and

W
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Wo aecuro the beat patents for onr client,

BANK

Azt.e:), N. M.

GIVEN AWAY TO INVENTORS.
$150.00 every month given away to any one who applies through us for tlic most meritorious patent during
the month preceding.

COUNT

Capital St.

$30,000 00

.:.

and the object of this offer is to encourage inventors to
keep track of their bright ideas.
At the same ume we
wiiIi to impress upon the public the fact thai

IT 'S THE SIMPLE, TRIVIAL INVENTIONS
THAT YIELD FORTUNES.
such as the
and down without
"sauce-pan.-

which can be easily slid up
breaking the passenger's back,

"coDar-button- ,"

"

"bottle-topper- ,"

"mit-lock- ,"

Doos a general banking basiat w
paid on me i!ep its.

and a thousand othf r little things that most
any one can find a way of imiirovir.f; ; and these simple
inventions are the ones that bring laiyc ,t returns to the
author. Try to think of something to invent.

IT IS NOT SO IHKD AS IT SEEMS.
Patents taken out through us receive special notice in
die " National Recoriicr," published at Washington,
P. C.,which is the Best newspaper published in America
in the interests of inventors!
Wc furnish r. "ear's subscription to this journal, free of cost, to all ( r clients.
We also advertise, fie; f cost, the invention e. rh month
which wins our $150 prize, and hundreds of thousands
of copies of the "National Recorder." containing a
sketch of the winner, and a description of his invention,
will be scattered throughout the United States among
capitalists and manufacturers, thus bringing to their
attention the merits of the invention.
All communications regarded ttrictl? Confidential.
Address

Robert Preu itt,
Saffobj,

OHABLKS V.

Ca-hie-

AsMatii"

(

i

;i-

-
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THE

commmu;lu

tfH'Eji

JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO.,
Solicitors of American and Foreign Patents,
618 F
Box 385.
Rtfcrtnee

:1

Street,

r.

Colorado

N. W.,

Washington, f). C.

editor ofthi: paprr. WriU
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In the World

Read the Times
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COPIES

FREE.
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Which
Shall It Be?
Your orders for High Grade Sewing Machines, Bicycles, Vehicles', Baby
Carriages, etc., placed with local and retail dealers with three to six middlemen's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a money saver there
can be no doubt as to your decision. Write to day for one of our illustrated
catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we are offering 30 ditfer-cn- t
style Sewing Machines, ranging in price from $8.00 to $30.00 Bicycles,
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to $75.00. Those of the latter price being
equal to wheels sold by agents and dealers at $125.00. We show 150 designs
In Baby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, many
direct importations. We handle everything under the sun in the
VEHICLE AND HARNESS LINE, BUGGIES, CARRIAGES. PHAETONS. ROAD WAGONS, CARTS. HARNESS, SADDLES. ETC.
at prices oui or reacn or competition.
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
a
JBBBk.
endless variety, at only 10 per cent., above
actual cost to build. In writing for catalogues, state which to send, as we have a special catalogue for each line. Address in full

CASH BUYERS'
6 848.

159.161 W. Van Buren

immirmmmnmMiiTnmTmTTmT!

.

St.,

UNION,
CHICAGO ILL.
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